ETHERNET
GETTING PHYSICAL

STANDARDS

• The Importance of Standards
• Standards are necessary in almost every business and public service entity.
For example, before 1904, fire hose couplings in the United States were not
standard, which meant a fire department in one community could not help in
another community. The transmission of electric current was not standardized
until the end of the nineteenth century, so customers had to choose between
Thomas Edison’s direct current (DC) and George Westinghouse’s alternating
current (AC).

IEEE 802 STANDARD
•

IEEE 802 is a family of IEEE standards dealing with local area networks and metropolitan area
networks.

•

More specifically, the IEEE 802 standards are restricted to networks carrying variable-size
packets. By contrast, in cell relay networks data is transmitted in short, uniformly sized units called
cells. Isochronous , where data is transmitted as a steady stream of octets, or groups of octets, at
regular time intervals, are also out of the scope of this standard. The number 802 was simply the
next free number IEEE could assign,[1] though “802” is sometimes associated with the date the first
meeting was held — February 1980.

•

The IEEE 802 family of standards is maintained by the IEEE 802 LAN/MAN Standards Committee
(LMSC). The most widely used standards are for the Ethernet family, Token Ring, Wireless LAN,
Bridging and Virtual Bridged LANs. An individual working group provides the focus for each area.

Name
IEEE 802.1
IEEE 802.2
IEEE 802.3
IEEE 802.4
IEEE 802.5
IEEE 802.6
IEEE 802.7
IEEE 802.8

Description
Higher Layer LAN Protocols (Bridging)
LLC
Ethernet
Token bus
Token ring MAC layer
MANs (DQDB)
Broadband LAN using Coaxial Cable
Fiber Optic TAG

active
disbanded
active
disbanded
disbanded
disbanded
disbanded
disbanded

IEEE 802.9

Integrated Services LAN (ISLAN or isoEthernet)

disbanded

IEEE 802.10

Interoperable LAN Security

disbanded

IEEE 802.11

Wireless LAN (WLAN) & Mesh (Wi-Fi certification)

active

IEEE 802.12

100BaseVG

disbanded

IEEE 802.13

Unused[2]

Reserved for Fast Ethernet development[3]

IEEE 802.14
IEEE 802.15
IEEE 802.15.1
IEEE 802.15.2
IEEE 802.15.3

disbanded
active
active
Hibernating [4]

IEEE 802.15.5
IEEE 802.15.6
IEEE 802.15.7

Cable modems
Wireless PAN
Bluetooth certification
IEEE 802.15 and IEEE 802.11 coexistence
High-Rate wireless PAN (e.g., UWB, etc.)
Low-Rate wireless PAN (e.g., ZigBee, WirelessHART,
MiWi, etc.)
Mesh networking for WPAN
Body area network
Visible light communications

IEEE 802.16

Broadband Wireless Access (WiMAX certification)

hibernating

IEEE 802.16.1
IEEE 802.16.2
IEEE 802.17
IEEE 802.18
IEEE 802.19
IEEE 802.20
IEEE 802.21
IEEE 802.22
IEEE 802.23
IEEE 802.24

Local Multipoint Distribution Service
Coexistence wireless access
Resilient packet ring
Radio Regulatory TAG
Coexistence TAG
Mobile Broadband Wireless Access
Media Independent Handoff
Wireless Regional Area Network
Emergency Services Working Group
Smart Grid TAG

IEEE 802.15.4

Note

active

active

hibernating

hibernating

New (November, 2012)

ETHERNET HISTORY
Robert Metcalfe, an engineer at Xerox, first described the Ethernet network system he invented in 1973. The
simple, yet innovative and, for its time, advanced system was used to interconnect computer workstations, sending
data between workstations and printers.
Metcalfe’s Ethernet was modeled after the Aloha network developed in the 1960s at the University of Hawaii.
However, his system detected collisions between simultaneously transmitted frames and included a listening
process before frames were transmitted, thereby greatly reducing collisions. Although Metcalfe and his coworkers
received patents for Ethernet and an Ethernet repeater, and Ethernet was wholly-owned by Xerox, Ethernet was
not designed nor destined to be a proprietary system. It would soon became a worldwide standard.
He chose to base the name on the word "ether" as a way of describing an essential feature of the system: the
physical medium (i.e., a cable) carries bits to all stations, much the same way that the old "luminiferous ether" was
once thought to propagate electromagnetic waves through space. Thus, Ethernet was born.”

ETHERNET HISTORY
• Invented by Metcalf at Xerox in 1973 and patented in 1976
• Xerox convinced Digital and Intel to join in making products (hence the group
called DIX)•IEEE standard in 1989.
for Ethernet

This is Bob Metcalfe’s original drawing

ETHERNET STANDARDS
•

The first Metcalfe system ran at 2.94 Mb/s, but by 1980 DEC, Intel, and
Xerox (DIX) issued a DIX Ethernet standard for 10 Mb/s Ethernet systems.
That same year, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
commissioned a committee to develop open network standards. In 1985,
this committee published the portion of the standard pertaining to Ethernet
(based on the DIX standard)—IEEE 802.3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD)

•

Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications. Even though the IEEE
title does not mention Ethernet, Metcalfe’s original term for his network
system had caught on, and IEEE 802.3 was and is referred to as the
Ethernet standard.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE - PROTOCOLS







Physical: Actual signal transmission
Data-Link: Framing / Error Detection
Network: Routing / Addressing
Transport: Congestion / Flow Control
Application: Specific to user needs

TRANSMISSION MEDIA

ETHERNET GENERATIONS
•
•
•

Original Ethernet:

•
•
•

Next Generation:

•
•
•

Modern Ethernet:

Coaxial cable (10Base5)
Thicknet.

Thin coax cable (10Base2)
Thinnet.

Twisted pair Ethernet (10BaseT)
Uses hub: physical star but logical bus.

10BASE-5

10BASE5 vampire
tap Medium
Attachment Unit
(Transceiver)

Transceiver nodes can be connected to cable
segments with N connectors, or via a vampire
tap, which allows new nodes to be added while
existing connections are live. A vampire tap
clamps onto the cable, a hole is drilled through
the outer shielding, and a spike is forced to
pierce and contact the inner conductor while
other spikes bite into the outer braided shield.
Care is required to keep the outer shield from
touching the spike; installation kits include a
"coring tool" to drill through the outer layers
and a "braid pick" to clear stray pieces of the
outer shield.

10BASE-5
The name 10BASE5 is derived from several
characteristics of the physical medium. The
10 refers to its transmission speed of 10
Mbit/s. The BASE is short for baseband
signaling (as opposed to broadband), and
the 5 stands for the maximum segment
length of 500 meters (1,600 ft).
Adding new stations to network is
complicated by the need to accurately
pierce the cable. The cable is stiff and
difficult to bend around corners. One
improper connection could take down the
whole network and finding the source of
the trouble is difficult

ETHERNET COMPONENTS

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS

• The most common type of connector used with coaxial cables is the BayoneNeill-Concelman (BNC) connector. Different types of adapters are available for
BNC connectors, including a T-connector, barrel connector, and terminator.
Connectors on the cable are the weakest points in any network. To help avoid
problems with your network, always use the BNC connectors that crimp, rather
screw, onto the cable.

ETHERNET ADDRESSING
• An Ethernet or Wireless hardware address is a number assigned to the hardware interface in (or attached to) your computer or printer. It is
assigned by the manufacturer of that Ethernet or Wireless interface, not by Spectrum or ATT&T. All manufacturers of Ethernet and Wireless
interfaces cooperate to ensure that every hardware interface has a unique address.

• If your computer has both an Ethernet interface and a Wireless interface, each will have its own unique hardware address.
• An Ethernet or Wireless hardware address is a 6-byte hexadecimal number; for example: 080007A9B2FC. Each byte is written as two
hexadecimal digits, so there are twelve hexadecimal digits; each hex digit is a number from 0-9 or a letter from A-F. The letters A-F may be
uppercase or lowercase.

• Sometimes an '0x' is written before the value to make explicit that the following value should interpreted as hexadecimal. This '0x' is not part of
the value.

• Ethernet and Wireless hardware addresses are often written in other forms, to make them easier to understand. It is common separate the six
pairs of hexadecimal digits (the A-F are considered hexadecimal digits, rather than letters) with colons or dashes, like: 08:00:07:A9:B2:FC or
00-00-94-ba-0e-cc. When using colons or dashes to separate the address into six pairs, sometimes any leading zero in each pair of digits is
dropped; e.g. 8:0:7:A9:B2:FC or 0:0:94:ba:e:cc. (When dropping leadings zeroes in a hardware address, '00' becomes '0' -- you never
completely eliminate any of the six pairs of digits.)

• Do not confuse an Ethernet or Wireless hardware address with an Internet Protocol v4 ("IPv4") address; that's a number assigned to some
computers and printers by the user, and looks something like: 128.112.1.2 or 140.180.1.2. Your Ethernet or Wireless hardware address is also
not your email address, which typically looks something like billc851@gmail.com

ETHERNET ADDRESSING
• 48-bit address
• Address assigned when Network Interface Card (NIC) card is
manufactured.
• Packets can be sent to
Single address – Unicast
All stations on network – Broadcast (address = all 1s.)
Subset of stations – Multicast
• Broadcast (address = all 1s.)
All receivers accepts unicast / broadcast.

•

So how does a physical cable eliminate interference and allow for faster
speeds? It does it through wire twisting and isolation. Cable twisting was
invented by Alexander Graham Bell in 1881 for use on telephone wires that
were run along side power lines. He discovered that by twisting the cable
every 3-4 utility poles, it reduced the interference and increased the range.
Twisted pair became the basis for all Ethernet cables to eliminate interference
between internal wires (XT), and external wires (AXT).

TWISTED-PAIR CABLES
• If the pair of wires are not twisted, electromagnetic noises from, e.g., motors,
will affect the closer wire more than the further one, thereby causing errors

• Typically wrapped inside a plastic cover (for mechanical protection)
• A sample UTP cable with 4 unshielded twisted pairs of wires

Shielded Ethernet Cables (STP)

In more complex business environments, however, simple twisted pair construction simply isn’t enough.
Interference caused by high-powered motors on equipment or elevators, large fluorescent lighting
installations or heavy machinery will blast right through UTP Ethernet cables and have a major impact on
data transfer and speed. Shield must be grounded to common point to prevent ground loops.

Not all Ethernet cable is created equally. What’s the difference, and how do you know which you should
use? Let’s look at the technical and physical differences in Ethernet cable categories to help us decide.
Ethernet cables are grouped into sequentially numbered categories (“cat”) based on different
specifications; sometimes the category is updated with further clarification or testing standards (e.g. 5e,
6a). These categories are how we can easily know what type of cable we need for a specific
application. Manufacturers are required to adhere to the standards, which makes our lives easier.

Categories of UTP Cables
• EIA classifies UTP cables according to the quality:
• Category 1 ― the lowest quality, only good for voice, mainly found in very old buildings, not recommended
now

• Category 2 ― good for voice and low data rates (up to 4Mbps for low-speed token ring networks)
• Category 3 ― at least 3 twists per foot, for up to 10 Mbps (common in phone networks in residential
buildings)

• Category 4 ― up to 16 Mbps (mainly for token rings)
• Category 5 (or 5e) ― up to 100 Mbps (common for networks targeted for high-speed data communications)
• Category 6 ― more twists than Cat 5, up to 1 Gbps

CATEGORIES OF UTP CABLES
Category

Shielding

Max Bandwidth

Unshielded

Max Transmission
Speed (at 100
meters)
10 Mbps

Cat 3
Cat 5

Unshielded

10/100 Mbps

100 MHz

Cat 5e

Unshielded

1000 Mbps / 1 Gbps

100 MHz

Cat 6

1000 Mbps / 1 Gbps

250 MHz

Cat 6a

Shielded or
Unshielded
Shielded

500 MHz

Cat 7

Shielded

10000 Mbps / 10
Gbps
10000 Mbps / 10
Gbps

16 MHz

600 MHz

If you’ve ever browsed cables online, you’ve probably noticed that they’re nearly always classified as
“Cat-5,” “Cat6e,” or something similar thereof. “Cat” simply stands for “Category,” and the following
number indicates the specifications to which the cable was manufactured. A general rule of thumb is that
higher numbers represent faster speeds and higher frequencies, measured in Mhz.

UNSHIELDED TWISTED PAIR CONNECTOR
The standard connector for unshielded twisted pair cabling is an RJ-45 connector. This is a plastic connector
that looks like a large telephone-style connector. A slot allows the RJ-45 to be inserted only one way. RJ
stands for Registered Jack, implying that the connector follows a standard borrowed from the telephone
industry. This standard designates which wire goes with each pin inside the connector.

Note: different
connectors for stranded
& solid wire.

There are two varieties of category 5 wire that should be used: one has solid
conductors and is generally used for permanent wiring; the other has
stranded conductors and is generally used for making flexible patch cords.
Some RJ-45 plugs are designed for solid wire (their contacts straddle each
conductor), others are designed for stranded wire (and pierce through
between of the strands). Using the wrong type of plug for a given type of
cable will make a poor connection that may fail intermittently. There is a third
variety of RJ-45 plug that will work with either solid or stranded wire.

Solid CAT5 wire which is cheaper and used to span any appreciable distance must use IDC (Insulation
Displacement Connectors) using a punch down tool at the patch panel or jack. Solid wire is also much more
efficient at transmitting data. Stranded CAT5 wire must use IPC (Insulation Piercing Connectors) and is used for the
short distance from patch panel to network switch or device or computer, thus the term 'patch cable'. Therefore,
solid wire IDC terminations should always result in an impact tool IDC connection in a CAT5 JACK. Stranded wire
IPC terminations should always result in a compression IPC connection in a CAT5 PLUG. The length of untwisted
pair may not exceed one half inch at the plug, and twist should be maintained all the way to connection point on
the jack. Solid wire connections, once installed, should never be disturbed. Ensure that the outer jacket of the UTP
cable is crimped within the RJ45 plug to provide strain relief.

There are multiple designs for contacts on RJ45 plugs, which are used for specific reasons. Not all plugs
work on all cables. Often users just pick one plug and use it for everything, but this can result in a less
reliable termination. For either a solid or stranded cable, keep these options in mind:
Two point staggered - Stranded or Solid: The contact prongs
straddle the conductor.

Tripoint type - Stranded or Solid: Long contact prongs spread
apart to accept the conductor.

Piercing type - Stranded Only: Jagged end pierces jacket and
embeds into the strands of the conductor.

• Cable twisting length is not standardized, but typically there are 1.5-2 twists
per cm in Cat-5(e) and 2+ twists per cm in Cat-6. Within a single cable, each
colored pair will also have different twist lengths based on prime numbers so
that no two twists ever align. The amount of twists per pair is usually unique
for each cable manufacturer. As you can see in the above picture, no two
pairs have the same amount of twists per inch.

MAKING ETHERNET CABLES - TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Bulk Ethernet Cable - Category 5e or CAT5e
(You may also use Category 6 or CAT6 cabling which has higher performance
specifications and is about 20% more expensive than CAT5e.)
NOTE - The maximum cable length of CAT-5, CAT-5e or CAT-6 Ethernet cable is
328 feet or 100 meters.

EIA/TIA
• EIA/TIA-568 is the commercial building telecommunications cabling standard
• TIA-568B is a document
• T568b is a jack wiring pattern

TIA/EIA 568B wiring table:

Name
TX+
TXRX+
DC+
DCRX-

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cable Color
White/Orange
Orange
White/Green
Blue
White/Blue
Green
White/Brown
Brown

Pin
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
TX+
TXRX+

RX-

Cat 5 cable typically had three twists per inch of each twisted pair of 24 gauge copper wires within the cable.
The twisting of the cable reduces electrical interference and crosstalk. Another important characteristic is that
the wires are insulated with a plastic, fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP). Special attention also has to be
paid to minimizing impedance mismatches at connection points.
Cat 5e cable is an enhanced version of Cat 5 that adds specifications for far-end crosstalk, usually used for
gigabit Ethernet. Cat 5e cable does not enable longer cable distances for Ethernet networks: horizontal cables
are still limited to a maximum of 90 m in length. Cat 5e cable performance characteristics and test methods are
defined in TIA/EIA-568-B.2-2001.

MAKING ETHERNET CABLES - TRICKS OF THE TRADE

Bulk RJ45 Crimpable
Connectors for CAT-5e
or
Bulk RJ45 Crimpable
Connectors for CAT-6

RJ-45 Crimping tool

Shielded

There are two kinds of Ethernet cables you can make,
Straight Through and Crossover.
STRAIGHT THROUGH Ethernet cables are the standard
cable used for almost all purposes, and are often called
"patch cables". It is highly recommend you duplicate the
color order as shown on the left. Note how the green
pair is not side-by-side as are all the other pairs. This
configuration allows for longer wire runs.

CROSSOVER CABLES - The purpose of a Crossover
Ethernet cable is to directly connect one computer
to another computer (or device) without going
through a router, switch or hub.

568A and 568B are color code standards that show which color wire matches up with a
specific position on an RJ45 connector. When designing a network infrastructure only one
color code can be followed. All commercial and residential wiring in the US follows TIA
568B color code. Some Federal agencies had historically followed 568A, but many have
changed to 568B.
What is a Crossover Cable?
A Crossover cable is a type of CAT where one end is T568A
configuration and the other as T568B configuration. Pin 1 is
crossed with Pin 3 and Pin 2 is crossed with Pin 6.

Here's how to make a standard cable:
Cut into the plastic sheath about 1 inch (2.5 cm) from the end of
the cut cable.

Unwind and pair the similar colors.
Note: Solid color with white strip pairs.

Pinch the wires between your fingers and straighten them out as
shown. The color order is important to get correct.

Use scissors to make a straight cut across the 8 wires to shorten
them to 1/2 Inch (1.3 cm) from the cut sleeve to the end of the
wires.

Carefully push all 8 unstripped colored wires into
the connector. Note the position of the blue plastic
sleeve. Also note how the wires go all the way to the
end.

A view from the top. All the wires are all the
way in. There are no short wires.

WRONG WAY - Note how the blue plastic sleeve
is not inside the connector where it can be locked
into place. The wires are too long. The wires
should extend only 1/2 inch from the blue cut
sleeve.

WRONG WAY - Note how the wires
do not go all the way to the end of the
connector.

Note razor blade

CRIMPING THE CABLE ... carefully place the
connector into the Ethernet Crimper and cinch
down on the handles tightly. The copper splicing
tabs on the connector will pierce into each of the
eight wires. There is also a locking tab that holds
the blue plastic sleeve in place for a tight
compression fit. When you remove the cable from
the crimper, that end is ready to use.

For a standard "Straight Through"
cable, repeat all steps and wire color
order on the other end of cable. For a
cross-over cable, the other end will
have a different color order as shown
by the crossover picture above.

Make sure to test the cables
before installing them. An
inexpensive Ethernet cable tester
does this quite well.

BEST TO BUY PREMADE PATCH CABLES

Strain relief boot
Made with stranded wire, so very flexible.
Very low cost.

POE
Standards-based Power over Ethernet is implemented following the specifications in IEEE
802.3af-2003 (which was later incorporated as clause 33 into IEEE 802.3-2005) or the
2009 update, IEEE 802.3at
Category 5 cable uses 24 AWG conductors, which can safely carry 360 mA at 50 V
according to the latest TIA ruling. The cable has eight conductors (only half of which are used
for power) and therefore the absolute maximum power transmitted using direct current is 50
V × 0.360 A × 2 = 36 W. Considering the voltage drop after 100 m (330 ft.), a powered
device (PD) would be able to receive 31.6 W. The additional heat generated in the wires by
PoE at this current level (4.4 W per 100 m cable) limits the total number of cables in a
bundle to be 100 cables at 45 °C (113 °F), according to the TIA. This can be somewhat
alleviated by the use of Category 6 cable which uses 23 AWG conductors.
Supply voltage- 44.0–57.0 V the powered device must operate with either pair: spare pairs
4–5 and 7–8 or data pairs 1–2 and 3–6. Polarity is required on data pairs, and
ambiguously implemented for spare pairs, with the use of a diode bridge.

PoE

Power / data splitter

Remember - Limits

B
A

C

A+B+C= 100M/328’ max

CAN I SPLICE ETHERNET CABLE?

THE END

